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Abstract. The South-West Development Region is exposed to several climatic hazards with 
major impact upon the environment. The paper emphasizes the occurrence and the amplitude 
of the hazard phenomena characteristic of the warm semester of the year within the study area 
based on processed annual, monthly and daily extreme climatic values (temperature, 
precipitations, wind, dangerous atmospheric phenomena) from all the meteorological stations 
involved (1961-2007) in order to establish the main vulnerability classes (mixed, very high, 
high, medium and low). On the basis of this survey a climatic hazard map was realized in 
order to emphases the main threats of these hazardous phenomena (heat waves and positive 
thermal singularities, dryness and drought, heavy rainfall, thunderstorms, hail storms, strong 
winds, acid deposits and fog) to the environment. Thus, certain areas have been identified 
with different vulnerability classes: mixed, high and very high, medium and low to the above 

mentioned climatic hazards.  
  

 

1. Introduction 
 
The South-West Development Region is situated in th e south-western part of Romania covering 12.3 % 

(29,010 km 2) of the national territory and 10.7% of its popula tion (2,301,833 inh.) [Figure 1 A ]. The region 
expands from the heights of Southern Carpathians an d Banat Mountains in the north and north-west to th e hilly, 
plain areas and Danube floodplain in the centre and  south. The genesis of specific climatic types (mou ntain, hill-
tableland and plain) is mainly determined by the am phitheatre-like distribution of the relief units. T he climatic 
influences (submediterraneean in the south-western extremity, oceanic in the north and transitional to  arid in the 
east), filling the temperate-continental climate of  the South-West Development Region (Romania. The 
Environment and the Electric Transportation Network . Geographical Atlas).  

These major climatic traits are completed by the mu ltitude of factors related to the local geographica l 
environment (orographic barrier of the mountains si tuated in the north, exposure, massiveness and 
fragmentation, vegetation, soil and water bodies as  well as the man-made changes) determining a wide r ange of 
local climatic features and exposing it to several climatic hazards with major impact upon the environ ment 
(Figure 1).  

 
 
2. Methodology 
 

Natural risk assessment studies have often been ela borated based one criterion determining a one-sided  
approach of the involved phenomena. In 1991, E. Bry ant developed one of the most complex classificatio ns 
based on multiple criteria, which inspired Croitoru  and Moldovan (2005) in approaching the hazardous 
meteorological phenomena specific to Romania’s terr itory. They identified for the southern part of the  country 

droughts, heat waves, cold waves, strong winds, bli zzards, frontal and convective rainfall, hail, 
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thunderstorms, glazing, fog and dust/sand transport ation as dangerous phenomena (Bryant, 1991, Croitor u, 
Moldovan, 2005). Starting from these complex classi fications and yet adapted to the particularities an d to the 
scale of the study-area, a regionalization of the m ain climatic hazards could be done, based on the an nual 
occurrence and the amplitude of the main thermal, p luvial and mixed phenomena. 

 
 

Figure 1: The position of meteorological stations a ccording to relief units in the South-West Developm ent 
Region and its location within the Romanian territo ry (A) 

 
Thus, these could be grouped into two main categori es: climatic hazards within the cold semester of th e 

year (October - March) and climatic hazards within the warm semester of the year (April-September), re vealing 
with accuracy the two periods in the year where the  emergence and development of the extreme climatic 
phenomena have the greatest impact on the environme nt. Due to the representatively of the dangerous 
meteorological phenomena of the warm semester of th e year by means of intensity, effects and the cover ing 
surface, the present paper analyses in detail the e nvironmental vulnerability to climatic hazards occu rring during 
this time span. 

Thus, the above mentioned climatic hazards were ana lysed in a GIS format, based on the processed 
annual, monthly and daily extreme climatic values f or the period 1961-2007 (temperature, precipitation s, wind, 
and dangerous climatic phenomena) from all the mete orological stations involved and on the climatic ha zard 
elements identified within the study-area (Figure 1 ).  

In a first stage, main meteorological elements’ dis tribution maps (temperature, rainfall, wind) which fit 
into the area of interest have been analyzed by dra wing the variability lines of the climatic paramete rs. Later on, 
the main meteorological phenomena specific to the w arm semester of the year with different degrees of 
vulnerability have been analyzed and establish the main vulnerability classes (mixed, very high, high,  medium 
and low). The identified vulnerability categories w ere underlined by the mean and maximum frequency, d uration 
and intensity of hazardous meteorological phenomena , as well as by the periods in the year affected by  these 
phenomena.  

Each climatic hazard was represented by a layer in GIS format comprising of the spatial distribution o f 
the environmental vulnerability to the main climati c hazards which are affecting the studied area in o rder to 
emphasize the main threats of these hazardous pheno mena to the environment. Following the layers’ 
superposition and correlation, a complex climatic h azard map for the warm semester of the year for the  study-
region has resulted. 

The significance of the chosen dangerous climatic p henomena characteristic for the warm semester of th e 
year within the studied area was also emphasized th rough the analyses of the most significant extreme climatic 
sequences, considered as case-studies.  
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3. Results 
 

Based on the methodology described above, the regio nalization of the main hazardous meteorological 
phenomena that take their toll on the South-West De velopment Region between April and September could be 
performed in order to make the climatic hazards map  for the warm semester of the year. 

Climatic hazards occurring during the warm semester  of the year are caused by the exceeding of the 
multi-annual mean values in correlation with the ge neral circulation of the atmosphere combined with s olar 
radiation and with the nature of the subjacent surf ace or by the frequency and intensity of extreme cl imatic 
phenomena related to the global warming. Within the  South-West Development Region, the meteorological 
phenomena with great impact on the environment duri ng this period of the year are related to the actio n of heat 
waves and positive thermal singularities, dryness a nd drought, heavy rainfall, thunderstorms, hail sto rms, strong 
winds, acid deposits and fog (Figure 3). 

 
Heat waves and positive thermic singularities  are generated by the tropical air advections and t he criteria 

according to which they are classified are as follo w (Bogdan, Niculescu, 1999): 
- mean monthly temperatures of the hottest months (Ju ly, August) ≥ 25 0 C; 
- maximum daily temperatures that exceed 35 0 C (extremely hot days); 
- minimum nightly temperatures ≥ 20 0 C (tropical nights). 

Heat waves and positive thermic singularities are e nabled by the complex interaction of different gene tic 
factors such as: the intensity of the heating proce ss, the relief’s characteristics (orographic barrie r of the 
surrounding hills/mountains, exposure, massiveness and fragmentation), the vegetation cover, the physi cal and 
chemical characteristics of soil layer, the man-mad e related changes etc. 

The penetration of tropical heat waves in favourabl e synoptic situations has lead to excess values in the 
South-West Development Region which have reached th e state of climatic record. Due to the persistence of anti-
cyclonal baric formations for several days in a row , local heat-strike phenomena intensify which leads  to en 
increase in the degree of aridity and drought , emphasizing the value of the positive thermic sing ularities.  

It ought to be noticed the presence of an extended area in south-east Oltenia, between Jiu River, the 
Danube and the Oltenia hills where massive heating processes are worthy of comparison with those in B ărăgan 
Plain, very well known in Romania for its increases  aridisation process. The absolute maximum value in  this 
area is only one degree lower than that of the enti re country, and, in addition, the massive heating p rocesses can 
be seen here earlier (35.5 0 C in Bechet on 04.10.1985) and later (43.5 0 C in Strehaia on 08.20.1946 and on 
09.08.1946), than in the rest of the country. Thus,  Oltenia is the first area of the country struck by  heat waves the 
earliest (in spring), but also the latest (the firs t decade of September). This area could be consider ed the second 
epicentre of extreme heat in Romania (Marinic ă, 2006). 

Due to heat waves, as well as positive thermic sing ularities, the Oltenia Plain is affected by drought , a 
phenomenon which can be seen all the more often and  which has repercussions on the environment by the severe 
reduction in phreatic waters, changes in the struct ure and texture of the soil, phenological changes i n vegetation 
etc. In the past decades, the southern part of the South-West Development Region has been struck by ex treme 
heat. Such alterations have occurred during the hea t waves of July 1916 and 1936, August 1946 and 1951 , June-
July 1994 etc.  

A special situation is the massive heating in the s ummer of 2000 when the intensity of the heat coinci ded 
with the year of maximum solar activity of a secula r type, resembling the one in 1946, only much more intense .  

 

       
Figure 2:  Baric configuration in Europe on July 5 th 2000 (www.wetterzentrale.de)  

 
The weather heating process began on July 2 nd, 2000 when the Icelandic depression west of Great Britain 

up to the northern seas interacted with the Greenla nd Anticyclone above the Atlantic Ocean towards Nor thern 
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Africa. In this synoptic context the rapid advectio n of warm air over south-western area of Romania fa voured a 
south-western circulation of air in the whole of th e inferior troposphere (Figure 2).  

The final stage of the extreme heat reached its pea k in the interval of July 4 th-5 th of 2000 when it affected 
the southern half of the country and the temperatur e-humidity index (ITU) exceeded the threshold of 80  units, 
which lead to an extremely high thermic hazard. 

In the South-West Development Region the hottest su mmer day in 2000 was the 4 th of July, which also 
holds the record in the past 84 years for the hotte st day of any July (Table 1). 

Subsequently, within the same synoptic context, the  tropical heat waves have hit repeatedly and in 
addition with the scarce quantities of rainfall, co mpleted the massive heating aspect characteristic f or the 
summer of 2000 in the South-West Development Region .  

As to the impact maximum daily temperatures have on  the environment, exceeding the 35 0C threshold has 
a negative impact on the environment. Taking into c onsideration the fact that temperatures are measure d in 
meteorological shelter, its equivalent at soil leve l has 10-15 0 C more, which amplifies the thermic discomfort. 
Positive thermic singularities in the warm semester  of the year have higher values that the critical t hreshold of 
350 C in the southern part of the area under discussion , even exceeding 41 0 C in Oltenia Plain along the Jiu 
Valley, up to Filia şi town. These thermic singularities are upheld by t he frequency of days when characteristic 
maximum temperatures are registered of ≥300 C (tropical days), ≥350 C (extreme heat) and when minimal 
temperatures of ≥200 C (tropical nights) are also taken into account (Ta ble 1). 

 
 

Meteorological Station  
(selection) 

Absolute maximum temperature  
(0 C)/date 

≥300 C ≥350 C Relief unit 

Obârşia Lotrului 29.0/5. July 0 0 
Voineasa 36.7/4. July 11 2 

Southern Carpathians 

Tg. Jiu 40.6/4. July 18 6 
Polovragi 39.2/4. July 15 4 
Rm. Vâlcea 40.6/4. July 17 5 

Getic Subcarpathians 

Apa Neagr ă (Pade ş) 41.8/4. July 17 6 
Tg. Logre şti 40.0/4. July 14 5 
Drăgăşani 40.7/4. July 18 7 

Getic Piedmont 

Vânju Mare 42.4/4. July 17 9 
Băile şti 43.1/4. July 19 11 
Caracal 42.3/4. July 19 10 

Oltenia Plain 

Calafat 43.2/4. July 18 12 
Bechet 42.0/4. July 16 12 

Danube Floodplain 

 Source: National Meteorological Agency Database 
Table 1. Absolute extreme temperatures and the freq uency of days when characteristic maximum temperatu res 

are registered in July 2000, in the South-West Deve lopment Region 
 
Heat waves have a special impact on vegetation by u nderlying physiological and phenological changes 

and on humans by increasing the risk associated dis eases or even death. Thus, following the heat wave in the 
summer of 2000, the Romanian Government issued the Government Ordinance 99/2000, regarding protection 
measures taken by the population in the case of ext reme climatic phenomena. 

In the South-West Development Area the degree of vu lnerability to heat waves and positive thermic 
singularities increases from north to south, reveal ing an area of very high vulnerability in Oltenia P lain, along Jiu 
Valley, up to north of Filia şi. Within this space, an area of a very high degree  of vulnerability to aridity and 
drought can be found. This degree increases as we a pproach the Danube Floodplain.  

The Southern and Eastern slopes of Alm ăjului Mountains, the southern part of Mehedin Ńi Tableland, 
MehedinŃi Piedmont, B ăl ăci Ńei and Motrului Piedmont, central and southern part  of Olte Ń and Cotmeana 
Piedmont, as well as the Olt valley up to the Râmni cu-Vâlcea – Ocni Ńa Depression displays a high degree of 
vulnerability to these climatic hazards. 

Areas with a medium degree of vulnerability are in the north of Mehedin Ńi Tableland, the Getic 
Subcarpathians (except Târgu-Jiu and Râmnicu-Vâlcea  – Ocni Ńa Depressions) expanding towards the Olt Valley 
in the mountain sector, to the northern part of Olt eŃ and Cotmeana Piedmonts. This area also displays a medium 
degree of vulnerability to aridity and drought phen omena.  

The mountain area subscribed to the South-West Deve lopment Region is not affected by these thermic 
hazards and is, thus, characterized by a low degree  of vulnerability.  

By way of their characteristic parameters (intensit y, duration, quantity), heavy rainfall  are dependant on 
altitude, relief, solar radiation, and on the role as a orographic barrier the Carpathian Mountains pl ay to the 
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humid air advections. The highly active dynamics of  the humid tropical air or of the polar-maritime ai r over 
Romania’s territory, as well as the unequal heating  of the terrestrial surface generates heavy rainfal l during 
summer unleashing flood-waves. 

When taking into consideration the South-West Devel opment Region, the evolution of the meteorological 
factors, aside from topographic particularities of riverbeds and fundamental features of the water sys tem, plays a 
decisive role in the occurrence of floods most ofte n brought about by heavy rainfall. From the point o f view of 
the synoptic situations, heavy rainfalls within the  area belong to certain types (Milea et. al., 1976) : 
� Type 1 – heavy rainfall determined by the Mediterranean c yclones; 
� Type 2 – heavy rainfall determined by the cyclones centre d in the Pannonia Plain; 
� Type 3 – heavy rainfall inside the depression corridor fo rmed by an Icelandic anti-cyclone and a cyclone 

from the eastern area of the Mediterranean Sea; 
� Type 4 – heavy rainfall brought about at the limits of an  anti-cyclonic field; 
� Type 5 – heavy rainfall of a thermo-convective nature. 

As a moment when heavy rainfall occur after being g enerated by such weather situations, a greater 
frequency during spring and summer comes forwards w hen talking about the South-West Development Region , 
due to the more frequent surging of warm and humid oceanic or Mediterranean air above the Romanian ter ritory. 
During summer, the thermo-convective type 5 is prev alent. 

Within the analyzed area, floods are determined by a certain quantity of water coming from precipitati ons 
(Milea et. al., 1976): 
� in plain areas: 

− in the case of dry soil, a quantity of water of 50 l/m 2 or more is required in a 24 hour period;  
− in the case of humid or soaked soil, a quantity of water of 15 – 30 l/m 2 or more is required in a 24 hour 

period;  
� in hill or mountain areas: 

− in the case of dry soil, a quantity of water of 30 l/m 2  or more is required in a 24 hour period;  
− in the case of humid or soaked soil, a quantity of water of 10 – 20 l/m 2 or more is required in a 24 hour 

period.  
In the South-West development Region, the maximum m onthly precipitation amounts of a year is 

registered in the months of June – July. One sector  where heavy rainfall are registered is that of the  sand dunes at 
Ciuperceni – Calafat, where the underlying sand sur face is rapidly heated and the frequency of unstabl e moist 
and tropical air is very high. Another sector great ly affected by heavy rainfall is that of the Subcar pathian 
Depressions of Oltenia, where the orographic barrie r of the relief plays a major role in the increase in value of 
rain intensity, on the background of Mediterranean cyclones evolving on the classical south-west north -east axis. 
In such situations, in plain, hill and tableland ar eas, rainfall of a torrential character have mean i ntensities of 4 
m m/min or even higher. The greatest pluvial intensi ties determined during torrential rain have been re gistered at: 

 
 

Meteorological station  
Date of 

occurrence 
Mean intensity 

(mm/min) 
Duration 
(minutes) 

Total quantity of 
water (mm) 

Ciupercenii Vechi 28.06.1945 6.15 2 12.3 
Târgu Jiu 30.07.1941 5.60 6 33.6 
Tismana 27.06.1934 0.50 240 120.0 

After Marinic ă, 2006 
Table 2. Maximum quantity of heavy rainfall in Olte nia 

 
As the altitude increases, the intensity of torrent ial rains drops under 3 mm/min due to the increase in air 

humidity which quells air temperature values thus p reventing thermo convection.  
The destructive aspects of torrential rainfall depe nd on the intensity, duration and on the water quan tities, 

as well as on the numerous characteristics of the a ctive area: lithology, the presence/absence of the vegetal layer, 
the declivity rate, the moment when they occur duri ng the year (after long drought periods, when the s oil is very 
dry and its cohesion is reduced and the rain’s forc e of erosion is higher, but also after a period of heavy rainfall, 
or after snow meltdowns when the soil is oversoaked ). In such conditions, heavy rainfalls trigger 
geomorphological processes, affects crops, economic  infrastructure (roads, bridges, railroads, network s of 
electrical energy transportation sewage systems and  water/gas pipelines) and houses determining a nega tive 
impact on the environment. 

The environmental vulnerability to this climatic ha zard takes into consideration especially the pluvia l  
intensity , which, in the south and the centre of the area unde r discussion becomes one of the highest. It is wort hy 
of mentioning the special role of meteorological ph enomena associated with heavy rainfall (strong wind s, 
hailstorms, floods etc.), which usually complete th e aspects that make up the climatic hazard in the w arm 
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semester of the year. 
One has to mention the impact of the precipitation registered during short periods of time, of which t hose 

cumulated in 24 hours play a very important role. T hese amounts of rainfall that fall during the warm semester of 
the year, genetically juxtaposed to thermo convecti ve and frontal processes subscribe themselves to th e Azores 
circulation of air which prevails, and reach the hi ghest values in the whole year. The months during w hich the 
most abundant day precipitations are registered, ar e June, July and August, followed by the autumn mon ths, and 
then by spring months (especially May). From the pe rspective of quantity, they exceed the mean values and 
quantities of the entire month, and in some cases t hey grow near to the annual mean. In the South-West  
Development Region, among the most representative s uch amounts are the following: 
 

 
Meteorological station  Maximum amount of precipitations/24 h (mm)  Date of occurrence 

Bîcle ş 110.1 31.07.1980 
Calafat 194.0 4.06.1940 

Dragot ă, 2006  
Table 3 Absolute maximum quantities of precipitatio ns registered in 24 hours 

 
One of the most significant examples of precipitati on fallen in short periods of time and in large are as that 

generate floods in the South-West Development Regio n is represented by the 1st-3rdof July heavy rainfall.  
The year 2005 stands out through the long list of m eteorological observations conducted since 1874, as  an 

exceptional year in terms of the quantity of monthl y rainfall, but especially during the warm semester . In 
Romania, this has generated, from April until Novem ber, seven flood waves with catastrophic results, s ince 
material damage of over one billion Euros, and 62 h uman casualties were registered (Dragot ă, 2006). 

The synoptic context favourable to the unfolding of  the climatic hazard in July 2005 started off on th e 30 th 
of June 2005, due to vast depression areas north of  Romania, in Ukraine and Poland that merged with th e 
Icelandic depression above our country. The Azores Anticyclone had extended over the western and centr al 
areas of Europe and led to the contact of cold, pol ar air with the humid masses of air coming from the  
Mediterranean, thus generating an intense cyclic ge nesis best displayed by the synoptic situation on t he 2 nd of 
July 2005 (Figure 3). 

 

       
 

Figure 3:  Baric configuration in Europe on July 2 nd 2005 (www.wetterzentrale.de)  
 
The evolution of the synoptic context has led to th e development of a strong associated cloud system, and 

in the southern part of the country, especially in Oltenia, rainfall has been signalled associated wit h strong winds. 
The rainfall of three days equalled, and even excee ded, the multi-annual monthly mean within the inter val 1901-
2007 (Table 4), flooding wide areas in the South-We st Development Region. 

A similar synoptic context stands out for the 11 th - 13 th of July 2005 when heavy rainfall seriously damaged  
Jiu and Olt rivers catchments. Thus, due to the dam age inflicted (11 human causalities and 839,415 mil . Ron), 
the month of July 2005 has been deemed to have been  the month with the most serious floods in the past  50 
years for the area under analysis (Dumitra şcu, Dumitra şcu, 2001, Dumitra şcu, 2006). The largest part of the 
South-West Development Region displays a medium vul nerability to climatic hazards generated by torrent ial 
rain overlapping with the central and northern part  of the Oltenia Plain and with the entire piedmont area. 
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Precipitation amounts (mm) 

Registration date 
Relief unit Meteorological station  

(selection) 
1.07.2005 2.07.2005  3.07.2005  Total (1-3.07 2005)  

Runcu 30.8 87.5 1.8 120.1 Getic Subcarpathians 
Balta 49.7 92.7 0.9 143.3 Mehedin Ńi Plateau 

Rovinari 66.2 93.1 2.8 162.1 
Potcoava - 191.5 2.9 194.4 

Scornice şti - 137.0 2.0 139.0 
Getic Piedmont 

Slatina 18.6 109.4 30.0 158.0 
Breasta 55.0 75.0 26.0 156.0 

MărunŃei 27.3 143.0 21.5 191.8 
Corbu Buze şti 3.0 164.0 - 167.0 

Văleni 1.0 168.0 4.9 173.9 

Oltenia Plain 

After Marinic ă, 2006 
Table 4. Rainfall amounts registered between the 1 st and the 3 rd of July 2005 

 
To the South, in the Danube Defilee, Blahni Ńa Plain, Desn ăŃui Plain and in the southern part of Romana Ńi 

Plain, as well as in the insular area that covers M ehedin Ńi Plateau and the depressions in the Oltenia 
Subcarpathians, the degree of  vulnerability to this climatic hazard is high. In t he mountain area, the vulnerability  
to torrential rain is low (Figure 4). 

Hail  is a dangerous meteorological phenomenon which occ urs during the warm semester of the year and 
has major consequences on the environment. Usually,  hail is associated with heavy rainfall and lightni ng and its 
character of a climatic hazard is provided by the s ize of the ice hailstones, the duration, the amount  of water, the 
intensity of the hailstorm and the wind speed that leads to the storm before hail.  

The South-West Development Region generally display s the same degree of vulnerability to these 
meteorological phenomena as those determined by hea vy rainfall, which is why on the map for dangerous 
meteorological hazards distribution concerning the warm semester they are represented by the same symb ol. 

In the case of a  high vulnerability the mean annual frequency is 2-6  days of hail and the absolute annual 
mean is o 5-10 days. The areas described by this vu lnerability step are: the Danube Defilee, Desn ăŃui Plain and 
the south of Romana Ńi Plain, as well as the insular area covering Mehed in Ńi Plateau and the Oltenia 
Subcarpathians’ depressions. The  medium vulnerability, specific for the centre and n orth of Oltenia Plain and the 
entire piedmont area is determined by an average nu mber of 1-2 days and a maximum number of 4-5 days o f hail 
(Bogdan, Marinic ă, 2007). Areas which show low vulnerability registe r less than one case of hail in a mean 
regime and less than 4 cases per year of maximum fr equency in multi-annual regime, being representativ e for the 
entire mountain area.  

The damage caused by this climatic hazard is of a m echanic nature through their destructive effect the  
hailstones have on crops, as well as through the wi nd intensifications that accompany or anticipate ha il. 

 
Thunderstorms  are part of the electro-meteor category and consis t of sudden atmospheric electrical 

discharge which manifest themselves as a short-live d and intense light (lightning) and smothered sound s or loud 
thuds (thunder). Thunderstorms are associated with convection clouds (Cumulonimbus) and usually come 
accompanied by rainfalls.  

In the South-West Development Region, an average nu mber of thunderstorm days on an annual basis, 
oscillates from south to north: 
- between 30-35 cases/year in the south of B ăl ăci Ńa Piedmont and in Oltenia Plain and display a low 

vulnerability; 
- 40-50 cases per year in the rest of the piedmont ar ea and in the Oltenia Subcarpathians east of Târgu Jiu, 

leading to an medium vulnerability; 
- in Mehedin Ńi Plateau, the eastern part of the Getic Subcarpath ians, as well as in the entire area overlapping 

the South-West Development Area have, all together,  a number exceeding 45 cases of  thunderstorms, thu s 
determining a high vulnerability. 

All the year round, the maximum number of days/mont h of thunderstorms is reached in June, when, on a 
multi-annual regime, the maximum amount of precipit ations is registered. 

 
Strong winds (with a frequency and speed of >15 m/s ) are generated by the thermo-baric contrasts 

between the different regions characterised by the high values of horizontal gradients, as they can oc cur any time 
of the year. If during the cold semester of the yea r winds are associated with the snow layer and with  snowfall, 
for the warm semester they are seen as climatic haz ards when associated especially with extreme heat o r with the 
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begging of heavy rainfall. 
The main role in the dispersion of pollutants in th e terrestrial atmosphere is that of masses’ circula tion as 

well as the relief’s configuration. Atmospheric cal m associated with the lack of precipitations favour s the 
stagnation of these elements of pollution for long periods of time, usually at lower altitudes and in the same areas 
where they were generated. The fact that atmospheri c precipitations along with strong winds are the mo st active 
pair of meteorological elements which influence the  geographical environment is very well known. The a nnual 
mean of the dominant wind frequency is predominantl y west-wards and in the direction of its components .  

The aspects of a climatic hazard developed by the w ind meteorological factor results in the strong 
intensification and are characterised by the sudden  changes in direction and intensity, resulting in v alues of 16 
m/s. These can be regarded as strong winds and conv ective thunderstorms associated with the passing of  cold 
fronts of air. The aspect of a climatic hazard indu ced by strong winds and thunderstorms can produce s ignificant 
damage, especially in the case of those that hit fr ontally (due to the large expansion area): the disl odging and 
destruction of roof-tops, suspended cables and espe cially electric energy transportation network, knoc king down 
trees in hilly an mountain areas (especially if the  front of air comes right after a period of heavy r ainfall and the 
soil is intensely humid), affecting crops etc. 

In the South-West Development Region, the average n umber of days/year with strong winds varry 
between north (mountain area) where 50-100 cases ha ve been registered, towards south (the Danube Valle y and 
the south of Oltenia Plain) where their frequency d rops to 10 cases, exceeding 10 days (Clima României , 2008), 
and the maximum number of cases possible during the  warm semester can go beyond 40. In the north of Ol tenia 
Plain and in the south of the Getic Plateau, due to  local orographic factors and to the southern expos ure, the 
number of days with strong winds is 10-25 cases. Wi thin the analysed area, maximum winds speeds regist ered at 
the meteorological stations display a variety in va lue different, in the sense that the lowest value i s specific to 
Blahni Ńa Plain and to the south of Desn ăŃui Plain (20-30 m/s) while the Oltenia Subcarpathia ns east of Tismana 
River register the lowest maximum speeds (under 20 m/s). 

In the rest of the plain and piedmont areas on the southern slope of Vulcan-Parâng-C ăpăŃânii Mountains 
and in Mehedin Ńi Mountains and Mehedinti Plateau, maximum speeds r ange between 30 and 40 m/s. In the 
mountain area maximum wind speeds of over 40 m/s ar e registered, providing an elevated frequency of th is 
climatic hazard. 

Combining the climatic parameters represented by th e maximum speed and frequency of days with strong 
winds (>15 m/s) that have an impact on the South-We st Development Regions’s environment; areas display ing 
vulnerability to strong winds can be individualized . The north area of the analysed region is the most  exposed 
part to this climatic hazard, and overlaps the high -altitude mountain space, thus describing a region with a very  
high vulnerability. The south-west part of Alm ăj Mountains, the high-altitude mountain area, the D anube Gorge, 
MehedinŃi Mountains, the south of the Getic Plateau and the  north of Oltenia Plain display a high vulnerabilit y to 
this climatic hazard.  

A medium vulnerability  is characteristic for the southern slopes of the Ca rpathian Mountains, as they 
merge with the Oltenia Subcarpathians, Olt Valley ( mountain sector), the north of the Getic Piedmont, Danube 
Valley, Blahni Ńa Plain, Desn ăŃui Plain, south of Romana Ńi Plain. 

Areas with a low vulnerability  generally overlap the east of Mehedin Ńi Plateau and the Oltenia 
Subcarpathians. Within this area, at the lowest alt itudes of Târgu Jiu – Câmpu Mare Depression, an ins ular area 
stands out within which the degree of  vulnerability  to this type of meteorological phenomenon is very l ow. 

Acid deposits and fog  are a very important source of pollution of the at mosphere, due to the mechanic 
(fog) and chemical (acid deposits) effects that hav e a negative impact on the environment. 

Fog is basically atmospheric suspension in the form  of microscopic drops that reduce visibility to les s 
than 1 kilometre. The presence of fog, in no matter  what shape, has a negative impact on transport mea ns (road 
transport, water transport, air transport, sewage t ransport) and on population’s health.  

The highest monthly frequency of fog within a year can be registered during winter (December-January),  
and the lowest during summer (June-August). The phy sical and geographical allotment of this hydro-mete or 
highlights the highest number of foggy days (40-50)  in the subcarpathian depressions and down the vall eys of Jiu 
River (Motru – Rovinari coalfield) and Olt River (f rom the mountain region to the plain region). Isola ted, in 
Târgu Jiu – Câmpu Mare and Râmnicu Vâlcea – Ocni Ńa depressions up to 60 cases in annual mean regime are 
registered. In the rest of the analysed territory t he number of foggy days decreases, rarely exceeding  40 cases as 
an average value per year (e.g.: the Danube Valley) . 

When associated with various polluting substances i ts effect on the environment increases in direct ra tio 
with their concentration rate, and the intensity an d duration of parameters characteristic for this me teorological 
phenomenon amplify or diminish the content of pollu ting substances existent in that micro-climatic are a.  

Precipitations associated with polluting substances  enhance the negative impact fog has on the 
environment. In a polluted area, as in the case of some regions in the analysed area, 5% of the pollut ing elements 
present in the free atmosphere can be engulfed in t he precipitations that fall on the soil (wash-out).  In the case 
where precipitations come from a dirty cloud that h as a high concentration of polluting substances (ra in-out), 
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these substances reach the earth’s surface at the s ame time the precipitations do and at great distanc es from the 
emission source.  

The most important industrial sources for atmospher e pollution are concentrated in the urban ecosystem s 
of: Râmnicu Vâlcea (Oltchim S.A.), Craiova (S.C. Do lj Chim, CET 1 I şalni Ńa, CET 2 Şimnic), Slatina (Slatina 
Industrial Platform), Târgu Jiu (Romcin), Drobeta T urnu Severin (Power Plant), Turceni (Energetic Comp lex), 
Rovinari (CET Rovinari) etc. These sources also det ermine the pollution caused by the dusts conditione d during 
constant exploitation in the Motru-Rovinari coal ex ploitation, as well as by the toxic substances and polluting 
emissions in the atmosphere that come from the fuel  burns coming out of technological processes, from thermic 
plants that produce heat and running water, and, la st but not least, from road traffic.  

These lead to the identification, within the South- West Development Area, of regions that display 
different degrees of vulnerability associated with sources previously mentioned that manifest themselv es even 4-
5 km around the affected cities. The direction and the average speed in a multi-annual wind system, im print the 
differentiated dispersion also favoured by the loca l configuration of the relief as well as by the deg ree of 
sheltering conveyed by the frequency of the atmosph eric calm.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Climatic hazards in the warm semester of the year within South-West Development Region 
 
 Acid precipitations or acid rainfall that have a pH  value lower that 5.6 refer to the process of dry o r 

humid deposit of the acid materials in the atmosphe re on the earth’s surface. In the absence of rain o r any other 
sort of precipitations, atmospheric polluting subst ances shift from the atmosphere by gravitational fa ll and by 
direct contact with the soil, vegetation and buildi ngs. The rate for the dry deposit of these pollutin g substances 
varies between 0.1 and 1.0 cm/s. Dry deposits can h ave a great contribution to the increase in acidity , and both 
types of deposits (dry and humid) bear the name of acid deposits (F ărca ş, Croitoru, 2003) which manifest 
themselves associated with the risk of fog formatio n and in the topo-climatic conditions of the heat i sland of the 
urban ecosystems affected (Râmnicu Vâlcea, Craiova,  Slatina, Târgu Jiu, Drobeta Turnu Severin, Turceni , 
Rovinari) and increases in direct ratio with these cities’ territorial expansion. Due to the fact that  road traffic has 
increased, sources of mobile pollution have also mu ltiplied and, associated with dangerous meteorologi cal 
phenomena (mist, fog, acid deposits etc.) lead to a  major impact on the environment and on the state o f health of 
the population.  

Thus, by analyzing the  main dangerous meteorological phenomena having diff erent degrees of climatic 
vulnerability characteristic for the warm semester of the year in the South-West Development Region a complex 
hazard map with the identified vulnerability areas have resulted (Figure 4).   
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4. Conclusions 
 

The joint effect of hazardous climatic phenomena ca n be felt gradually depending on how their 
parameters manifest themselves: according to the al titude (from the plains’ level to he mountain areas ), but also 
from East to West. During the warm semester of the year, the central, southern area of the Getic Piedm ont, as 
well as the southern slopes of the Southern Carpath ians reveal an area of mean vulnerability to the cl imatic 
hazards characteristic for this time of the year. T owards the south, in the Oltenia Plain, an area aff ected by heat 
waves accompanied by positive thermal singularities , drought and dryness, heavy rainfall and winds of a 
regional and local character, the degree of vulnera bility is high. In the Subcarpathian depressions an d in the 
northern area of the Getic Piedmont, an area with m ean towards low vulnerability stands out, especiall y 
regarding heavy rainfall and thunderstorms, which, when confronted with atmospheric polluting sources,  favour 
the existence of insular areas with acid deposits. The mountain sectors exhibit low vulnerability to h eat waves, 
but a high degree of vulnerability to humidity, win ds, and thunderstorms.  

The importance of making the hazard maps consists i n assessing and monitoring the environment 
vulnerability to different disturbing factors in or der to avoid or even diminish their negative impact . Hereby, the 
maps dictate the delimitation of areas with differe nt vulnerability scales to the analyzed hazards, ha ving a 
practical importance for the human communities at r egional and local level.  
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